At Roberts McCubbin Primary School, we use an inquiry approach to teaching and learning. We warmly invite you to our information night that is being facilitated by our internationally renowned consultant Kath Murdoch.

Growing Great Learners... Parent Information Night
Tuesday March 1st 6.30-7.30pm
In the downstairs classroom area (On the corner of Birdwood and Devon Streets )

How can we help our students learn to learn? How can we grow them as confident, curious and creative learners?

It’s an exciting time to be a learner! Never before has there been such access to information, such potential for communication and such opportunity to create and innovate. Our children are moving into a complex future in which problem solving, creative and critical thinking, agile use of technologies and strong cross-cultural communication skills will be vital. With increasing and changing information at our fingertips, we have the responsibility as teachers and parents to help children grow as learners.

At least as important as ‘what’ they learn in school is HOW they learn and how they learn to ‘be’. Navigating complex futures means our students need more than ‘knowing’ – they need to be curious, critical thinkers, creative communicators, collaborators, adept researchers and responsible self managers. Come along to hear Kath share the experiences of our teachers in building children's learning assets – and some great ideas for ways you can nurture your child as a powerful learner at home.

Kath Murdoch is an experienced teacher, author, university lecturer and popular consultant. She is highly regarded for her work in the field of inquiry-based learning in which she has taught, researched and published for over 30 years. She maintains a strong commitment to supporting teachers in the classroom regularly teaching students in addition to facilitating teacher learning.

Kath began her professional life as a classroom teacher before taking up an academic position at the Education Faculty at the University of Melbourne. For the last ten years she has worked as an independent consultant to schools and education organisations throughout the world. Her practical and passionate advocacy for approaches that engage students in rigorous inquiry has seen her working in classrooms in the USA, throughout Europe, Asia, Africa, New Zealand and around Australia.

The author of over 10 books, her latest ‘The Power of Inquiry’ has been enthusiastically received by teachers around the world – one teacher describing it as a ‘guiding light, illuminating the way for teachers and students to share in a process that ignites passion, wonder and awe’ (K.Morgan MG Grammar School Melbourne).

Kath lives in Melbourne with her husband and teenage daughters.